The high resolution infrared spectra of CHIOH, CH,OD, CDSOH and CD,OD observed by D. It. Woods and C. W. Peters in the region from 400 to 900 cm-' have been analyzed to obtain the molecular moments of inertia, the barrier height and the Kirtman perturbation constants. The first step consisted in identifying as many Q branch origins as possible. Between 25 and 40 origins were determined for each isotopic molecule with an accuracy of about 0.03 cm-'. These data were combined with Q branch origins found by It. M. Lees and J. G. Baker from their very accurate measurements of the microwave spectra of these molecules. A nonlinear least squares solution yielded values for the constants. With these constants the spectrum was recomputed and found to agree with the observed spectrum to the order of the experimental errors. In all, 176 dat,a points were described by 40 constants-10 for each molecule.
cations, the methods deveIoped by earlier investigators (4-S). These methods had concentrated on expressing the energy levels as a function of the moments and products of inertia together with the height of a sinusoidal hindering potential barrier. Certain of the more important perturbations due to centrifugal distortions were included but not on a completely systematic basis. Lees and Baker extended the earlier analyses by introducing the full set of perturbation terms suggested by Kirtman (9) . These perturbation terms may be divided into three groups: (a) the first order deviation from a sinusoidal potential +sT/'B(l-cos 67) where y is the angle of internal rotation, (b) the analog of the usual centrifugal distortion terms which are quartic in the expectation values of the several angu lar momenta, and (c) the effect of the centrifugal distortions on the effective height of the potential barrier. These terms which involve 14 semiempirical constants will be described in more detail in later sections.
Lees and Baker found that their microwave lines by themselves were not very suitable for determining the full set of Kirtman constants in spite of the high accuracy of the experimental measurements. The reason for this was that most of the microwave lines in question involved transitions between states with torsional quantum number II = 0, while the contributions from many of the Kirtman terms only become significant for larger values of n. However, by combining their data with the measurements of the infrared spectrum of CH30H obtained by Burkhard and Dennison (8) they were able to calculat'e a set of perturbation constants which would reproduce satisfactorily all the known lines. Burkhard and Dennison had measured the torsion-rotation spectrum from 50 to 460 cm-' where most of the lines come from transitions to the states of torsional numbers n = 1 and 2. Unfortunately, single lines in the infrared spcct,rum were not resolved and only the Q branches with their unknown convergences could be measured. The overall accuracy was estimated to be 0.5 cm-'. Moreover, the infrared rotation spectra of the deuterated methanols had never been measured.
A second limitation which was discovered by J,ees and Baker stems from the fact that there exists a relationship between certain of the matrix elements which occur as multipliers of the Kirtman constants in the energy expression. This means that an infinity of sets of these particular constants u-ill equally well reproduce the experimental data. Unfortunately one of the most interesting constants, namely Vo, is involved and consequently its value could not be determined uniquely.
The second important advance referred to arises from the experimental work of Woods and Peters on the torsion-rotation spectra of the methanols, normal and deuterated. The resolution they obtained was sufficiently high so that a great number of individual lines of the P and R branches could be measured.
The resulting accuracy of determining the Q origins was about 0.03 cm-'. More-over, the spectra were extended to higher frequencies with the result that states with torsional numbers of 7~ = 3 and 4 could be found. The program of the present investigation may be divided into three parts of which the first is to identify as many of the lines found by Woods and Peters as possible. The second part consisted in making a least squares fit of the experimental data to determine the molecular parameters, including the Kirtman constants, for each of the four methanols. As will be seen the results of this calculation allow a theoretical determination of any of the energy levels in the range 11 = O-4 and K = O-15 with an accuracy which is of the order of the experimental errors. Unfortunately for the reason cited above this procedure does not allow a unique evaluation of Vs .
The final portion of the program describes a tentative and approximate theory which attempts to interrelate the Hirtman constants of all four methanols and which avoids the ambiguity present in fitting the constants to the data for any one of the methanols. Since only about half as many constants are required for the fitting of all the experimental data, the accuracy of the fit is somewhat less but it is believed that the physical significance of the constants is greater.
II. THEORETICAL
The En.ergy Levels
In the main we will employ the methods developed by the earlier investigators. We shall, with a few exceptions, use the notation of Lees and Baker. The calculation starts by considering a rigid symmetrical model consisting of two parts, representing the methyl group and the hydroxyl group, which can rotate with respect to each other subject t,o a threefold hindering potential. The Hamiltonian may be separated into two parts, Ho = Hisy, , , + HT 0) where Ho R sym is the Hamiltonian of a symmetrical rotator with effective moments of inertia to be defined shortly and HTo describes the hindered rotat,ion between the two part's of the molecule'. The wavefunctions of Hi,,, are just those of a symmetrical rotator and are expressed in terms of modified Eulerian angles describing the molecule as a whole. (See, for example, Hecht and Dennison (7)). 
The quantum numbers J, K and .!\I measure, respectively, the total angular momentum, its component along the symmetry axis of the molecule and its 1 Lees and Baker include the asymmetric contribution
Hiasym in their zeroth order
Hamiltonian but since this is small for the methanol molecule, we prefer to consider it as a perturbation. 
The constants A, B and C, as well as the constants Dab and F which will be introduced shortly are related to the moments and products of inertia as follows' The inertial tensor I is calculated in a molecular axis system with origin at the center of mass of the molecule, with a axis parallel to the axis of internal rotation (assumed t,o be the axis of the methyl group) and with c axis perpendicular to the COH plane. Ia2 is the moment of inertia of the methyl group about its symmetry axis and I,,1 is defined by the relation I, = Ia1 + I,2. IaS is the pronuct of inertia about the a and b axes. The torsional part of the Hamiltonian is, (H;)/hc = FP,2 + ; Vs(1 -cos 3y),
A=
where y is angle of internal rotation between the methyl and hydroxyl groups and P, = (l/i)6/6y. The resulting wave equation is a Mathieu equation and the eigenvalues are determined by imposing single valuedness conditions. The wave equation may be solved as pointed out by Koehler and Dennkon (4) through the use of continued fractions. It may also be solved by diagonalizing the matrix for Hro using a free internal rotator representation.
Lees and Baker employ the first method while we have elected to use the second. The second method necessit,ates diagonalizing an infinite matrix but we find that by truncating it to a 21 X 21 matrix we introduce no appreciable errors. The eigenvalues of the torsional wavefunction, namely, EnrR depend upon the three quantum numbers n, 7 and K, where rl measures the torsion. In the limit of very high barriers the energy would have t,he approximate form hvT(n + $5) where VT is the torsional frequency.
The number 7 takes on the values 1, 2 or 3 and arises from the threefold nature of the hindering potential. The form of Enrg for CH,OH is plotted in Fig. 1 
and
P DTK =
It is convenient to normalize plier for the anrRm such that (2~)~"' C unrxrn exp (inly ). 
?n is a running index which takes on the values 31 for r = 1 states, 31 -1 for 7 = 2 and 31+ 1 for r = 3, where 1 is any integer. The next step consists in calculating the various perturbation terms using as basis eigenfunctions URo U",,K . The first of these terms we take to be the contribution due to the asymmetry of the molecule. The part of the Hamiltonian describing these is labeled Hi 88Ym by Lees and Baker. It has no diagonal elements but it does have the following off-diagonal elements: 
KWAN AND DENNISON
In the above equations the allowed r connections are such that the initial and final states belong t.o the same symmetry species A, El , or Et .
The states of symmetry species El and E2 are doubly degenerate and this degeneracy is not removed by any perturbation having a threefold symmetry in the torsion angle 7. The asymmetric terms in the Hamiltonian, however, shift these levels by an amount,
where the quantities do, dl and G!Z are functions of 12, r and K. They may be calculated by standard perturbation methods which in our case have been carried through second order. The asymmetry of the methanol molecules is quite small (even for CDaOD) and as a result D nrKJ is a relatively small quantity which is seldom larger than 0.1 cm-'.
The states of symmetry species A are also doubly degenerate for the Hamiltonian Ho (with the exception of the states where K = 0) but this degeneracy is removed by the asymmetric term. Again the correction to the energy may be calculated by standard perturbation methods which lead to the expression, Dnr~~ f SnrKJ where DnrKJ represents the shift of the center of gravity of the levels and 2S,,,gJ gives their splitting. The wavefunctions for these two levels and the associated selection rules have been described in detail by Ivash and Dennison (6 ) . SnrKJ decreases very rapidly with increasing K and for the methanol molecules the only states which need be considered are K = 1 or 2. For K = 1, S is proportional to J2 + J and for the larger observed values of J may be of the order of several waves per centimeter. The contributions of S for the K = 2 states contain terms proport'ional to J2 + J and to (J2 + J)2 but the splitting is generally less than 0.1 cm-'. It will be noted that the pert'urbation terms arising from Hiasym involve only inert,ial constants and the barrier height Vs.
The remaining perturbation terms contain the semiempirical Iiirtman constants. The first of these expresses the deviation of the hindering potential from a sinusoidal form and is equal to XV6 (1 -cos 6-y). First order perturbation theory yields ,1,&V6( (1 -cos 67)) as its contribution to the energy where of course the eigenfunctions of H To are used in calculating the average value of (1 -cos 6-y). Note that this average value will be a function of ?f, 7 and K but not of J.
The next set of terms are quartic in the several angular momenta and result in the following addition to the energy:
These terms may be considered as an extension of the centrifugal distortion terms DJ,, D,, and Dx.=, for a symmetrical rotator without internal rotation to the case of a symmetrical rotator possessing internal hindered rotation. Again the average values of the various powers of P, will depend upon n, 7, and K but not upon J. A simple calculation yields the result (Py8) = xn (m + pK)%?nrRm, where s is a positive integer. The final set of terms describes the effect of the centrifugal distortion on the effective height of the barrier Va . They are WJ2 + J)(l -cos 37) + ksK2(1 -cos 34
Lees and Baker let kg be the coefficient of K(P,) but the two expressions are identical since it can be shown that (Py cos 37) = 0.
The Redundancy Relation
Lees and Baker in their initial attempt towards fitting the experimental frequencies of CH,OH with the above energy expression (including the Kirtman terms) found that their nonlinear least squares solution diverged and would not yield convergent values for the constants. They discovered that the difficulty arose from the existence of a relationship, which we shall tail a redundancy relationship, between certain of the matrix elements associated with the Hamiltonian HTo, namely,
It follows that a number of the terms in the energy expression are not independent but are connected through the redundancy relation. Thus it is not possible uniquely to determine the constants in question, namely, 1,1 , I,2 , V3 , V, , kg and k, . Actually if the perturbation terms are set equal to zero, one can fit the observed spectrum moderately well with the large constants 1,1, Ia2, and V, .
It is only when we introduce the small constants, V, , kg and k~ that the difficulty appears. It is therefore correct t'o say that the observed spectrum of any one of the methanols can not uniquely determine the constants , iis , and k7 nor fix I,,? , and Vs within certain small limits of uncertainty.
One way of stating the consequences of the redundancy relation is that an infinity of sets of the constants in question will lead to the same energy levels for the molecule, at least to the order of approximation to which we are working. We have explicitly calculated the equations connecting two such sets of constants. They are as follows where we have retained only the linear terms in the expansion of the zeroth order energy.
I N I,* + X,k, = I,1 + N&i. N )
IL, + Ii, = I:
where
If any one of the constants I', , kg , or 127 were known (which they are not,) it would be possible to fit t,he observed data by least squares and obt'ain all the remaining co&ants.
Lees and Baker in their treatment of CHSOH have made three arbitrary choices, namely, k.6 = 0, k7 = 0 or V, = 0 and these they label respectively Fits I, II, and III. The experimental dnt,a are equally well reproduced by each fit as of course they must bc. As a test of our equations we have calculated the relationships between the constants iT,l , Ia2 , V3 , Jr6 , ii6 , and li, for each pair of fits and find that they are sat#isfied to within experimental error. In our analyses of the spectra of each of the methanols we have elected to employ Fit II where k, = 0. There was no physical reason for this choice and in fact it will appear in the last section of our work that Fit III more nearly describes the a&ual situation.
However, for the purpose of calculating energy levels there is no disadvantage in letting li7 = 0.
Intensities
In attempting t,CJ identify the lines in the crowded and complex spectra observed by Woods and Peters it is essential t#o calculate the intensities of the lines which may be expected to fall within the region in quest,ion. It will be sufficient for our purpose to employ a zerothorder approximation, that is, one which uses the wavefunctions of a system with Hamiltonian Ho. The general formula for the integrat,ed intensity of an absorption line resulting from a t#ransition from the i-th to thej-th state is well known (8) . In our case the
A is a proportionality constant and v is the frequency of the transition. f is a weight factor arising from the spin of the protons (or the deuterons) in the methyl group. In the case of CHSOH and CHZOD the three equivalent protons with their spins of >$ and overall antisymmetric statistics impose the condition 
ST depends upon the coefficients a nrKm used to describe the t'orsional part of the wavefunction. The formula in question is 17, and n' can have any values but r and r' must be chosen so that both states belong to the same symmetry species.
III. ANALYSIS OF THE TORSION-ROTATION SPECTRUM OF CH,OH
The analysis of the spectrum of CH,OH was accomplished through the use of a series of stepwise approximations. The first of these consisted in calculating the energy levels and the wavefunctions (i.e., the unrRm) for values of n. = 0 to 4, K = 0 to 20, J = 0 t'o 40, and 7 = 1, 2, and 3. In this initial calculation the inertial con&a&, the barrier height and the Kirtman perturbation constants were taken from the paper of Lees and Baker using their Fit II.
The frequencies allowed by the selection rules were calculated together with their intensities. Many thousands of lines would result from this process but only those lines were selected which satisfied the criteria that (a) they lay within the region of experimental measurement, which for CH,OH extended from 5'20 cm-' to 910 cm-'. The second criterion (b) was that no lines with intensit,ies less than 0.6% of the intensity of the strongest lines were accepted. These selected lines were then plotted as points on the same frequency scale as that used for the observed spectrum. The ordinate of each point was taken equal to the calculated intensity using a convenient scale.
In comparing the calculated and observed spectra, attention was initially directed towards identifying the more intense Q branches. This was often difficult since for CHSOH many of the Q branches tend to occur in overlapping groups. However, in a considerable number of cases isolated Q branches could be found and identified. The differences between the observed and calculated positions of these Q branches were usually of the order of one or two waves per centimeter thus indicating that an improved fit might be obtained by altering the values of the constants given by Lees and Baker.
The majority of the Q branches are degraded towards lower frequencies. An example of this is shown in Fig. 1 where (a) and (b) depict the calculated and observed spectra, respectively, for the transition (323J) +--(014J). It will be noted that superimposed upon the Q branch are a number of lines, many of which have been identified as R branch lines belonging to different n.rK transitions. To the approximation to which we are working the frequency of a Q branch line may be expressed as vg = go + q1 (J* + J) + qz (J2 + J)' where the smallest value of J is equal to the largest K associated with the transition. Thus in Fig. 1 the first line has J = 4. The values of qo , q1 and q2 follow from the energy expression given earlier. It will be seen that q1 and q2 depend upon the Kirtman constants F, , G, , L, , DJR and upon the asymmetry terms DRiRJ and SnrKI . It is just this set of Kirtman constants as well as the asymmet'ry terms which are most accurately determined by the microwave spectrum and consequently we have used the I,ees and Baker values in calculating q1 and QZ . For the transition shown in Fig. 1 both q1 and in are negative numbers and consequently the Q branch degrades towards smaller wavenumbers. Clearly it is not possible from the observed spectrum to fix QO with an accuracy greater than about 0.3 cm-'. A Q branch which is particularly interesting is shown in Fig. 2 and is for the transition (337J) +--(116J). The calculated value of ~1 is negative while q2 is positive. This results in a Q branch which turns back on itself and gives rise to a doublet in the observed spectrum since the individual lines are not resolved. In this case it is possible to determine qo with somewhat greater accuracy.
A far more accurate way of determining PO (the Q branch origin) occurs whenever it is possible to identify individual P or R branch lines. These are often the strongest lines in the spectrum. A study of the intensity formula shows that,, except for the lowest values of K, the R branch lines of a transition where K + 1 t K will dominate whereas the strongest lines for a transition K -1 c K will be those of the P branch. The formulas for the frequencies of the P and R branch lines are readily obtained from the energy and maybe expressed as quartic polynomials in tho quantum number J. The constant term is QO while the coefficients of the various powers of J are functions of the Kirtman constants F, , G, , L, , DJK and DJJ together with the asymmetry terms. In addition to these the coefficient of the linear term contains the quantity (B + C) which is also well determined from the microwave spectrum. (B + C) is the large term which gives the magnitude of the spacing of the lines and for CHZOH is approximately equal to 1.61 cm-l.
The method for finding the Q origins is now clear. Whenever a series of P or of R branch lines can be identified, 90 is equal to the observed frequency of a particular line minus the contribution due to the remaining portion of the polynomial in J. Typically we are able to identify 5-15 P or R branch lines belonging to a particular nrK transition and thus obtain that number of independent measurements of ~0. It is found that these agree among themselves to the order of the experimental error, namely, 0. 
+ ksK(P;) + MP:) + M2(1 -cos 37) + ksK(P,(l -cos 37)) + k7(Py2(1 -cos 37)) + do.
The expectation values are of course evaluated using the basic wavefunctions of HTo for the state WK. The last term CZO arises from the asymmetry of the molecule. It turns out that do is smaller than the experimental error for the infra data but it has been included in the microwave Q origins. In the above expression (I? + C) has been well determined by Lees and Baker from the microwave spectrum. The constants F and A depend primarily upon the moments of inertia I,,, and I,2 and to a slight extent upon Ib , I, and I,a .These latter are also accurately known from the microwave spectrum. The frequency of a Q branch origin thus depends upon the large constants ltJ1, Ia2, and V3 and upon the perturbation constants TTg, DKK and ICI, kz , . . . , IG? . As stated earlier, the redundancy relation shows that an infinite set of related values for 116, ks and k, together with small changes in the large constants will equally well reproduce the observed spectrum. We shall follow the Fit II of Ilees and Baker where k, is arbitrarily set equal to zero. It should be emphasized again that there is no physical basis for this choice but also that it will not affect the accuracy of calculating the spectrum.
The initial calculation in which the Lees and Baker constants n-rrc used rcsultcbd in spectral lines whose positions diffrred from the observed lines by up to one or t\vo waves per centimeter.
It was sufficiently good, however, to allow a unique identificat'ion of 13 Q branch origins. These were combined with the 16 Q branch origins obtained by Lees and Baker from their microwave spectrum. A nonlintbar least squares calculation was performed with thrse 29 data to find the 11 molccular constants 1,1, . . . , kg. It was found that 3 or 4 iterations sufficed to yirld convcrgclnt values for the constants.
The spectrum was now recomputed and further identifications were looked for and found in t.he observed spectrum. By repeating this process it has been possible t'o identity 39 infrared Q branch origins wit,h an accuracy which we estimate to bc 0.03 cm . These toget,hcbr with thtl 16 microwave Q origins constitute the 55 data with which to determine the 11 molccular paramrters.
A nonlinear least squares solution yielded the values appearing in Table I . The least squares treatment takes account of the accuracy of mrasurement, of the Q origins which, for the microwave data, has been taken from the papc'r by Lees and Baker.
The agreement between the perturbation constants we find and those listed by Lees and Baker appears to be only moderately good and in most cases lies well outside the probable errors resulting from the least squares solutions. It seems likely to us that the reason lies in the nature of a least squares treatment which rest,s upon the assumption that all errors arise from accidental sources and that there are no systcxmatic errors. In our case this assumption fails in two respects. The Q branch origins used by I,ees and Baker came from the center of gravit'y of the Q branch lines as observed by Burkhard and Dcnnison (8). These differ from t,hr true origins by amounts of the order of 0.5 cm-' and the errors so introduced are to a great extent systematic rather than purely accidental. From the theoretical side there are also what may be called systematic errors. The theoretical formula is a development which includes only the first order terms arising from the nonrigid nature of the molecule. The magnitude of these perturbation terms for the infrared Q origins in question is often around 10 cm-l or even larger. It is to be expected that higher order perturbations will cont,ributc corrections which may bc substantially greater than the expcrimcntal errors. It is for this reason that we do not believe that any of the probable errors appearing in Table I are to be taken too seriously although they do indicate in some measure the accuracy of the fit.
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No. of data Table II lists the data from the observed and computed spectra. The first column gives the transition and the second column the observed Q branch origins where the first 16 entries are from the work of Lees and Baker. The third column contains the estimates of the experimental accuracy which were used in the ka& squares solution. The fourth column gives A1 = Y&d -v&d. The fifth column A2 will be discussed in the last section of our paper.
It will bc noted that the agreement is generally very good even though the majority of the A1 are somewhat larger than the experimental accuracies. Two reasons suggest themselves for these deviations:
(1) It is possible that our estimat'e of the experimental accuracy is too low, (2) The infrared transitions in question involve high states of torsion and of K. It is just these states which would be most affected by the neglect of higher order perturbation t.erms. As a final t,est it was decided to attempt to reconstruct by computation scvera1 portions of the spectrum and compare these with the spectrum observed by Woods and Peters. One such portion is shown in Fig. 3 . In the upper part, labeled Absorption Coefficient, the computed lines are plotted as points whose ordinates are proportional to the calculated intensities. Many of the point's are labeled with their transitions but other points are unlabeled to avoid confusion. The computer plotted alt.ernate lines in frequency with the symbols X and [I. It is quite easy to recognize the group of Q branches in the region near 750 cm-l as well as some of the stronger P and R branch series of lines.
In the upper part of Fig. 3 there is also plotted the absorption coefficient as it would be observed by a spectrometer of infinit,ely high resolving power. The calculation of this curve requires a knowledge of the shape of the spectral lines. Woods and Peters used a pressure of 40 Torr in mapping t'his portion of the spectrum.
It is therefore expected t'hat, the lines will conform to a Lorent,zian 
The proportionality constant C which contains the pressure and the path length is chosen so as to give the best fit with experiment.
The result of this lengthy calculation is shown in the middle portion of Fig. 3 . The agreement between this curve and the observed spectrum is striking. A careful examinat'ion of a The 16 microwave transitions were observed by Lees and Baker (I).
-.
(n'dK') +-(nTK) 3 on a larger scale shows that many of the computed transmission peaks are not due to single lines but rather to the chance piling up of faint lines. Since our calculation uses a cut-off for the weakest lines this may account for some of the differences between the computed and observed spect'ra.
IV. ANALYSIS OF THE TORSION-ROTATION SPECTRA OF CH,OD, CD,OH AND CD,OD
The analyses of the spectra of the isotopic methanols CH,OD and CDsOH followed the same pattern as that used for CHZOH. Since no high resolution infrared rotation spectra had been measured at the time of their analysis, J,ees and Baker were forced to rely entirely upon their observed microwave spectra. These served to determine with accuracy the constants which multiply the var-
ious powers of (J2 + J), namely, (B + C), F,, G,, I,, , DJI, DJK, Dab and (B -C).
In addition to these they evaluated I,l, I,, and V, but here the accuracy was not as high since the remaining Kirtman constants were necessarily set equal t.0 zero.
Using the values of the above parameters as listed by I,ees and Baker we calculated the positions and intensities of the lines falling within the spectral regions observed by Woods and Peters. The identification of the Q origins was somewhat more difficult since the calculated positions differed from the act.ual positions by amounts of the order of 5-10 cm-'. These larger differences occurred since so many of the important Kirtman constants had been neglected in this initial calculation.
However, certain identificat,ions could be made and hence a new computed spectrum could be obtained. By repeating this process several times it was possible to fix the frequencies of 45 infrared Q origins for CHSOD and 40 origins for CD,OH. The accuracy for most of these was 0.03 cm-'. The full set of Kirtman parameters was now calculated by nonlinear least squares and these are listed in Table I where, as before, Fit II was used. The DKK were fixed through an auxiliary calculation using the force constants from a normal coordinate analysis4. The positions of the Q origins were no\v compubed and compared with t.he observed positions. The results appear in Tables III and IV. Again the agreement bet\\-een the observed and computed frequencies is very good.
The situation for the all heavy isotope CDSOD differed from the foregoing in the following respects. The measurements of J.ces (2) of the microwave spect,rum of this molecule did not include lines from which the perturbation constants L,, DJ., and DJK could be evaluated. We estimated their values by examining the constants of the other isotopic molecules and attempting an cmpirical extrapolation. FolloGng the t'ype of reasoning to ba presented in the next section it was inferred that D.,.,/ (B + C)" should be approximately constant for all the isotopic molecules. This conjecture is quite tv-ell satisfied for the first three isotopic molecules and leads to the estimate DJJ = 0.009 X 1O-4 cm-' for CD,OD. In a similar way it \I-as thought that D.,K/A (I3 + C) might be constant and this again u'as found to be approximately true for the three molecules where the dat,a arc known. The resulting value for CDaOD was D.,, = 0.040 X lo-* cm-'. An estimate of L, was made in the following way. Sixteen of the longest and best identified P and R branch series were selected. In all 24 infrared & branch origins were found and these, together with the 4 microwave data5 were analyzed as before by nonlinear least squares and the resulting constants appear in Table I . The observed and calculated & branch origins are given in Table V . Again, the agreement is very satisfactory. Taking the 176 data points for all four isotopic molecules it is found that 72 or 41% of the A1 are less t'han the corresponding experimental accuracies.
6 At the time our calculations were made Prof. Lees had determined 4 & branch origins and these data he kindly furnished us and are listed in Table V . Recently he informed us that he has slightly revised his original values. The differences are, however, small and do not appear to warrant a recalculation of our analysis.
IV. INTERRELATION OF THE KIRTMAN PERTURBATION CONSTANTS
The foregoing analyses of the rotation-torsion spectra of the isotopic methanols is very satisfactory in many respects. With the aid of 40 parameters (10 for each molecule) the 176 & branch origins have been computed and are found to agree very satisfactorily with their observed values. By using in addition the u-type parameters(8 for each molecule) as found by 1~~s and Baker from the microwave spectra it is possible to calculate the frequencies and intensities of all P, Q and R branch lines. More than 1000 of these can be identified in the infrared spectra as observed by Woods and l'et'ers. The agreement both as regards frequencies and intensities is very good and is of the order of the cxpcrimental accuracy. Moreover, there are no significantly strong lines in the rnclasured spectra which are not accounted for.
The analyses are however unsatisfactory in two respects. In the first place the Kirtman perturbation constants appear as purely empirical paramrt)ers and are not easily understood in terms of the physical properties of the molecule. Secondly, as a consequence of the redundancy relation it is not' possible to obt,ain what may be called the true values of the perturbat,ion constants V6, kg and k7 nor the precise values of the large constants 1,l, I,,, and V, . It appears that, the only way of resolving t,hc difficulty is by interrelating t.he constant.H for t,he various isotopic molecules. The following considerations constituk such an approach although the resulting theory contains a number of approximations.
As a first step, which is introduced mainly for the purpose of simplifying the calculat'ions, we will confine our attention to those energy levels of the molecule whew the component of angular momentum along the symmetry axis is equal to the Ma1 angular momentum, that is, those stat'es where J = K. If one noi\ replaces J2 + J in the energy expression by K* we will be describing a molecule whrrc all rotations, including thr hindered internal rot,ation, lie along the symmetry axis. In effect this reduces the original problem of 4 degrees of rot.ational freedom to onp of 2 degrees of freedom.
Consider now those centrifugal distortion terms which are quartic in the matrix elements of angular momenta. Referring to Eq. (10) t'hese arc swn to be In this description the coordinates are p, the angle of rotation of the total molecule about, the symmetry axis and y, the angle of rotation of thta hydroxgl group with respect to the methyl group. The corresponding momentum operators are P, = (l/i) (6/6~) and P, = (l/i) (6,/6r). To a high order of approximation Pp is represented by a diagonal matrix with the eigenvalucs K. An alternatr description of the two dimensional model can be made which employs the angles cpl and cp2 measuring, respectively, the rotation of t'ho hydroxyl and methyl groups relative to a fixed coordinate system. The corresponding angular momenta will be denoted by PI and P? and the relations between the two sets of coordinat#es and moment'a are
where ( The quartic perturbation terms are the analog of the usual type of crnt#rifugal distortion terms which arise from the nonrigidity of the molecular framework. They are calculated by expanding the moments of inertia as a power series in the normal vibrational coordinates and introducing the vibrational pot'ential energy. For a one degree of freedom rotator, first order perturbation theory yields a resulting term which is proportional to the expectation value of the fourth power of the angular momentum. The proportionality factor contains the potential energy constants and is inversely proportional to the square of the moment of inertia. In our case which, although more complicated, has been reduced to rotations about the symmetry axis, it is expected that the most, important normal vibrations which produce these distortion terms will be those involving mainly the motions of the hydrogen or deuterium atoms. As a consequence of this assumption it would follow that U1 could be written as glU1', where VI0 is a constant common to all the isotopic methanol molecules and where the mass factor gl would equal 1 for CHBOH and CD30H but would be z for CH30D and CDaOD. By inverting Eq. (22) to solve for IT1 this conjecture can be tested by substituting the constants appearing in Table I In a similar manner one may treat the quadratic perturbation terms. These may be interpreted as measuring the change in barrier height Iis caused by centrifugal distortions of the rotating molecule.
Again by letting J = K, these have the two forms ks'K2 (1 -cos 37) + ke,K(P, (1 -cos 3 7)) + k7(PY2 (1 -cos 37)) or (23a) r',(P; (1 -cos 3r} + U@'J'2 (1 -cos 37)) + U8(P2 (1 -cos 3r)),
where ks' = k, + F, . The connections between the t\vo sets of constants are
Ic.I = ri, -1!, + u, .
If we employ the assumption that the most important normal vibrations are those involving mainly the motions of the hydrogens, or deuteriums, we would let Uk = gkUkO, k = 6, 7, 8 with the mass factors listed in the last 3 columns of Table VI. As before Uk" would be taken to be the same for all four isotopic molecules. Note that the constants k,', kg snd k7 must be given what we call their true values. In particular, kg and k~ are not equal to the quantities appearing in Table  I since, as has been stated, the redundancy relation does not allow their unique evaluation from the data for any one of the isotopic molecules. Thus it is not possible to carry out the t,est for the behavior of, say, Us which was performed on r:i .
On t,he basis of the foregoing tentative theory we shall attempt to determine the constants using as data points the 176 Q branch origins observed for all four isotopic methanols. There will be 12 primary constants, namely, 1,1 , Ia2 , and V3 for each molecule. There are eight centrifugal distortions parameters, u:, . . . ) U:. Finally there is the potential constant Tie which measures the deviation from a sinusoidal barrier potential. Since Ve is expected to be much smaller than 17, it can be safely assumed that 116 will have the same value, within the limits of experimental error, for each isotopic molecule.
The computed values of D KK which appear in Table I could have been employed as constraints upon the const'ants CT1 . . . , Us through the use of Eq. (22).
However, it was considered better to introduce them as four additional data points with estimated accuracies of 1.0, 0.6, 0.3 and 0.3 X lo-" cm-', rcspectively. Thus in all there are 180 data points to be described with the aid of 21 parameters. This is in contrast to the earlier computations which employed 40 parameters to determine 176 data points.
An appropriate nonlinear least squares program was devised which, n-hen applied, led to convergent values for the parameters after only a few iterations. These are listed in Table VII . The & branch origins were then recomputed and compared with the observed origins. The last columns inTables II, III, IV and V list A, = t',bsd -V,,lcd . An inspection of these tables shows that most of the A, are definitely larger than A1 . Only 18 % of the AZ are less than the experimental accuracies whereas the corresponding figure for AI was 41%. This poorer agreement might perhaps have been expected since only about half as many parameters are employed. Howewr, a more important reason probably stems from the approximations entering the tentative throry. A second m&hod of comparing the degree of agreement may be made by computing the RNS of th(t standard deviation 8, where S is defined as (Y&d -VO&d) divided by the experimental accuracy. S is found to have the value '2.33 for the A, and 9.07 for the A, . Ideally if the theory is exact and if the estimated cxpcrimcnt~al accuracies arc corrwt the expect'ed value of S is 1. (12) Although the agrermcnt with the measured spectrum is less good, t,hc tentative theory posscsscs some real advantages in spite of its approximate character. One of the principal advantages is that the perturbation constants of all four isotopic molecules have been interrelated and consequently the limitations imposed by t'hc redundancy relation have been eliminated.
Thus the value of Ve = -0.07 f 0.21 should mcasuw thr true deviation from a sinusoidal A guide to the mechanism underlying this phenomenon is perhaps indicated by considering the electrostatic model. If account is taken of the zero point vibrations of the hydroxyl hydrogen and the methyl hydrogens one would obtain the barrier by calculating the mutual potential energy of these effective clouds of charge representing the probability distributions of the hydrogens in the staggered and eclipsed configurations. The barrier height would be equal to the difference between these two figures. Clearly since the potential is a very nonlinear function of the geometric dimensions the result' will depend upon the shape and extent' of the hydrogenic distributions and these will bc altered by a deuterium substitution.
Non-the zero-point distributions can be expected to be mainly due to the vibrations of the hydrogens rather than, for example, to the C-O vibration.
Using this simple model one would conclude that the change in 113 caused by deuteration of the hydroxyl hydrogen alone plus the change caused by deuteration of the methyl hydrogens alone should be equal to the change caused by complete deutcration.
Referring to Table VII it is seen that in going from CHaOH to CHaOD, V, decreases by 7.34 cm-' while in going from CH,OH to CD30H, V3 decreases by 4.05 cm-'. The sum of these numbers is 11.39 cm-' and the observed decrease of Vs upon full deuteration is 11.10 cm-'.
As has been stated, the DICK for the various isotopic molecules were t'reated as four additional data points. The constants listed in Table VII The agreement between these numbers and those appearing in Table I is very good. It will be recalled that the latt'er were based upon an independent normal coordinate calculation, Through the use of Eqs. (22) and (24) Table VIII . To the extent that the approximations of our tent'at'ive theory are valid, these Kirtman constants form unique sets which are not subject t'o the limitations of the redundancy relation Eq. (12). It is, however, also possible to obtain sets of constants which can be compared directly with the parameters given in Table I . These earlier values were calculated under the conditions of Fit II where k7 was arbit'rarily set equal to zero. The appropriate rclations are given by Eqs. (13a) to (13e) and the results of the transformation arc listed in Table IX .
An inspection of the numbers in Tables I and IX shows that while there is a  great similarity between the values of the parameters, the majority of the in- Table I . This circumstance may well be a consequence of applying probability theory to Tituations where the theoretical formulas are inexact. In any case they are developments in orders of approximation with the neglect of higher order terms. Under these conditions the differences between the calculated and observed frequencies are not entirely due to accidental errora and hence the calculated probable errors may not be a very good measure of the accuracy with which the constants have been determined. In summary we believe that the most reliable calculations of the torsionrotation energy levels of the various isotopic molecules of methanol will result from employing the parameters given in Table I . On the other hand we think that the best description of the physical properties of the molecules will require the use of the parameters in either Table VII or Table VIII. 
